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ONNDA COLLECTION

Onnda is a  family of objects that embody dichroic light effects. Through its 
composition depending on the angle from which it is viewed, the material creates a 

whole spectrum of lights, reflections, and shadows. All the objects aim to capture the 
aery beauty of ever-changing lightscapes.

Our inspiration often comes from nature and we strive to bring you the experience of 
wonder we feel when gazing at nature.

The shape used, the circle, is a primordial, universal form, as are the elements that 
shape the collection. Onnda incorporates five elements: fire, air, light, and time. Each 
element is embodied in a different object: fire-candle holders, air-wind mobiles, light-

luminaires, time-alternative clocks.
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« NOOSPHERE WALL NUDE

ABOUT 
NOOSPHERE /

Noosphere is a luminaire that plays with our 
perception. The term “noosphere”,  referring to “ 
the sphere of human consciousness and mental 
activity  “ hints at the illusion created by design. 
The lamp brings to life a sphere shape using 
holographic technology.

“The noosphere is a term used to describe 
how human consciousness and mental activity 
influence the biosphere, including its relation 
to planetary evolution. “I  am fascinated by the 
idea that our minds can change matter and in my 
designs I aim to explore and reveal the fragile 
nature of perception. The almost surreal lightscape 
aims to question our perception of daily objects 
and experiences: What is real? How much of 
„reality” are we able to perceive?

The lamp’s central element changes shape as the 
viewer moves around the piece. The light is seen 
reflected in a dazzling, yet subtle array of curved 
shapes. The luminaire incorporates dichromatic 
filters which create the effect of color-shifting. 
Through its composition depending on the angle 
from which it is viewed and the surrounding light,  
the material creates a whole spectrum of lights, 
reflections, and shadows.

Noosphere creates a state of tranquility and opens 
up a space for an immersive and mesmerizing 
experience. I believe that these types of 
interactions are very valuable, especially in the 
fast-paced world we are living in. They offer 
moments of contemplation and space to pause our 
hectic lives, thereby fulfilling our need for beauty 
and awe.

» NOOSPHERE WALL NUDE (top), 

»  NOOSPHERE WALL YELLOW (bottom)



T E C H N I C A L  D R A W I N G

F I X T U R E

The lamp can  be powered via wall cables or  a wall socket.

S O C K E T W A L L  C A B L E S

» NOOSPHERE WALL YELLOW» NOSPHERE WALL YELLOW

>> VIDEO LINK

https://vimeo.com/720501451
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NOOSPHERE /
TABLE LAMP

» NOOSPHERE TABLE

Noosphere displays dynamic patterns of 
brilliant light, an ever-changing dazzling 
light, and a color spectacle. The intensi-
ty and shades are changed using a smart  
RGB fixture including 16 million colors and 
50,000 shades of white.

Through our Smart and user-friendly app, 
you can become the designer of your light 
show: using dynamic color transitions. 
Further, the app enables Scene selection: 
preset scenes include volcanoes, snow, 
sun, and many more. 

The luminaire also has a disco function 
with which the rhythmic change of color 
and brightness can be controlled with the 
help of music. 
Noosphere is a luminaire designed to 
adapt to your lifestyle, thus it can be set 
to turn on and off using a timer and a night 
light function, so you can choose the day of 
the week, color, and brightness, as well as 
a start and end time. 



« NOSPHERE TABLE>>VIDEO LINK

https://vimeo.com/710937086


Studies have shown that the color of the light influences our perception of daytime and thus our circa-
dian.By using the twilight simulator function you can simulate a sunrise by creating a period in which 
the light becomes increasingly brighter until it reaches full brightness. This makes it possible to be gen-
tly woken by light instead of being woken up abruptly by an alarm clock. Furthermore, Noosphere can 
be used in chromotherapy, an alternative therapy based on the idea that color and colored lights can 
help treat physical or mental health. According to this idea, they cause subtle changes in our moods 
and biology.

By using the program and presets function you can further customize your lighting. Our moods and 
needs are constantly changing. That is why  we have designed a luminaire to be very versatile: The 
front magnifier intensifies the brightness, thus the lamp can be used for tasks, whilst also as a decora-
tive piece, and  when using the disco function it can be used as a party light. Some of our clients have 
also used it as a very soothing night light for babies. T
Further, the presence simulator function provides security and peace of mind for you to relax on va-
cation.  This option uses a smart scheduler that simulates presence by choosing different on and off 
times.

SMART /

The installation process is very intuitive and takes less than five minutes. The interface of the app is 
also very clean and clear.

The lamp can be controlled by remote control or by an app, as well as Alexa Google home assistant, 
and Siri. Bluetooth technology allows you to connect directly with the remote control or app, without 
the need for any other equipment
Noosphere can easily connect across multiple devices including smartphones, tablets, and some 
smartwatches. The app is downloadable on both Android and iOS devices via their respective stores.
The fittings run on Bluetooth too - so you don’t even need an internet connection to control your light 
fittings.
Using the app you can connect all your smart devices.



We know that in today’s competitive market, customization is key, thus Noosphere comes in two sizes: 
42 and 60 cm for the wall version as well as 30 cm for the table version.We have designed a modular 
system in which only one component is different in all wall versions.The wall version can be further cus-
tomized in other diameters. 

Noosphere has a long lifespan: the light source uses LEDs that can operate at 25.000 h, and have a five-
year warranty. After this period, if the light source does burn out it can be easily replaced with a new one. 
At the EOL, all the components can be recycled separately. 

Noosphere is the result of our ongoing investigation and research  into optical phenomena and 
our fascination with transparencies, reflections, and shadows.We generally work interdisciplinary, 
so in the making, we have incorporated optical filters and materials generally used in other fields 
such as optics and microscopy. 
In the prototyping phase, we have used several rapid prototyping techniques such as 3d printing, 
laser cutting, etc. With each new prototype version, we have improved the aesthetics, and func-
tionality and most importantly we have designed a simple, efficient, and sustainable production 
process.

PROCESS/ ENVIRONMENT/

magnifier

green cast acrylic
filter

aluminium tubular sections

RGB smart fixture

variating disk size

>> VIDEO LINK

https://vimeo.com/794637392


» NOOSPHERE TABLE
« NOSPHERE TABLE

Noosphere incorporates a smart fixture 
from an Austrian company. The parts we 
produce in-house involve two efficient and 
optimized production processes that are al-
most 0 waste, while the assembling process 
is fast and straightforward.

Processes: Sectioning an aluminum bar in 
parts, and laser cutting PMMA. The Pmma 
used can be sourced from 100 % recycled 
acrylic supliers  such as Green Cast . Since 
the shape is round the leftovers of the 
acrylic sheet are the raw materials for jew-
elry pieces.

JEWELLERY COLLECTION FROM 
OFFCUTS

UP-CYCLE/

http://www.greencastus.com


« NOOSPHERE WALL YELLOW » NOSPHERE WALL YELLOW



« NOOSPHERE TABLE



TARGET MARKET/

END USERS

We have segmented our targets into three categories:

 1. DESIGN ADDICTS
- lovers of design, unique objects, special taste, looking  for objects that are more than 
answers to a basic need
-interested in alternative objects and cool trends
-travel and buy souvenirs,  unique design objects
- anti-consumerism, buys only rarely and exclusively objects that
impress them

2. LATE MAJORITY
- they become interested only after the product has already been on the market for a 
while
- they are not as open and enthusiastic as the first category
- more conservative lifestyle than 1

3. TREND GUIDED
- they don’t necessarily have good taste in design, but they are guided
by trends
- buy “cool designs “ to impress  others

B2B: We believe Noosphere to be a great central piece in a wide range of environments such 
as hotels, restaurants, and clubs due to its magnetic appeal. When turned off the luminaire 
blends in well with the space. Since the piece can also be customized the arrangments and 
setups in which it can be placed offer endless possibilities.

The trend of smart homes is rapidly growing, thus I believe that new designers like ourselves 
should come up with innovative designs.
Although the smart rgb fixture market is quite competitive, we haven’t seen many designer 
pieces that go beyond the basic functional design fixture visual language. This makes Noo-
sphere a product with great potential. Further, the simple production process is a competitive 
advantage as well as the facts written in the previous points.

ABOUT THE 
DESIGNER

C A T R I N E L S A B A C I A G . C O M contact@catrinelstudio.com
0040738467277

Instagram
Facebook

CATRINEL’S WORK LIES AT THE INTERSECTION 
BETWEEN PRODUCT DESIGN, INSTALLATION, AND 
SCULPTURE. Her multidisciplinary practice is driven 
by her experimental approach to material explora-
tion and finds its conceptual roots in science and 
philosophy. Motivated by her interests in percep-
tion, time perception, entropy, light and nature are 
recurring themes embedded in Catrinel’s pieces.

Through her interactive objects, she creates expe-
riences that challenge perception and visualize the 
invisible forces surrounding us in an engaging man-
ner. This brings reality into a new light, where the 
ordinary becomes extraordinary. In her process, she 
uses a mix of advanced industrial manufacturing 
techniques such as laser cutting and manual ones 
such as casting. The objects are often built upon a 
scaffolding of technical components whilst mimick-
ing an organic/natural inspired phenomena.

http://CATRINELSABACIAG.COM
https://www.instagram.com/catrinel_sabaciag/
https://www.facebook.com/catrinels.tudio
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